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The primary goals of the artist are to write their own music and to get the maximum revenue
generated by his song. The licensing helps the song to get more exposure. Publishing is the most
lucrative area for the musician. The quality of the compositions is the deciding factor to generate
maximum revenue.

The music licensing companies are here to find you and your music. They scout the best television
and movie producers to sell your compositions. They also connect with music supervisors, film-
maker and other executives to bring out a good solution.

How to negotiate

As the composer of the music, you are able to negotiate the deals with the licensing companies.
They will help you to choose the ideal medium for publishing and tell you the mediums which they
do not cover for publishing.

You can also choose a particular medium for which you have created the song. For example- Video
Games, Television Commercials or Advertising Promotional.

Learn the exclusive and non-exclusive type of negotiations.

The composers should agree on the license fee. The fee must be set for the use of the song but not
as a flat fee.

Negotiate the associate term such as your right to check your financial records.

The artists must carefully negotiate the duration of the licensing deal. It helps you to know the
validity of your license.

Check the agreement repeatedly to find out any loop holes.

The never-ending struggles of the independent artists in finding a label company have come to an
end. The major music licensing companies have invested their time in online licensing process to
allow the musician an opportunity to publish their talent in the international scenario. The online
publishing format is different than the well known audio formats. The song remains in virtual world
with copyright protection provided by the label companies. The deal allows the composer of the
song to use his creation in various ways. The purpose of the label companies is to provide a
platform for the independent musician to get recognitions without the fear of online piracy. The
licensing deal is negotiable and can be extended further. But if you want to cover a popular song of
any artist then you have to take permission of the artist or the songâ€™s label company. In this case the
process can only progress if you get the green signal from that label company.
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Criss Evan, Software Developer by profession is also a passionate music lover. So he has good
knowledge on a independent artists.For more formation on a lmusic licensing companies , he
recommends to visitÂ a http://www.musicdealers.com/.
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